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SUBJECT-EVS

CLASS-III

I. Observe the pictures and answer the questions(a)Name this vegetable. TURNIP
It is a ROOT vegetable. (stem /root)

( b) Name this game. LUDO
It is an INDOOR game.
(c)Name this means of communication. POST CARD
We get it from POST OFFICE.

Name the different food items we get from (a) plants
(a) Plants-_ FRUITS,VEGETABLES

(b) animals

b)Animals- MILK, EGG, DAIRY PRODUCTS.

LA
Write the journey of a letter.

___1.Writing a letter.

2. Pasting a stamp on it.

4. Postman comes and takes out the letters.
Address.

3. Putting it into a letter box.
5. Sort out all letters according to the

6. Post van takes all letters to nearest post office.

7. Postman delivers the letter to our home. .

VSA………
1. Choose the odd one from the group(a) spinach , mint , cabbage, potato
(b) football , ludo , cricket, hockey
2. Find the right answer(a) E-mail can be sent through a
i. Computer ii. Fax machine iii. Telephone iv. Letter
(b) Temporary house made during camps
i. Bunglow ii. Stilt house iii. Tent

iv. Igloo

3. Fill in the blanks(a) Clay pots are baked in a kiln.
(b)We eat the flower of cauliflower as vegetable.
4. Choose and write-(Mass communication, Individual Communication)
Radio- Mass communication
Letter- Individual communication
5. Underline the games which require ball to playCricket,

Kho-Kho, Badminton,

Kabaddi,

Chess

6. Match
A
1.Blind people
2.Old people

B
Have weak bones and teeth
Have sharp sense of smell and hearing

SA
Write two differences between

(2)
( 1)

Telephone
1. Telephone is audio form of
communication.

Letter
1. Letter is a written form of communication.

2. Telephone is the fastest means of
communication.

2. Letter is a very slow means of
communication.

Identify the following script . Who invented this script.

…… The script is Braille Script. It was invented by louis Braille.

VSA
1.Write the full form of PIN, STD?
Ans. PIN. Postal Index Number

STD. Subscriber Trunk Dialling

2. How did the early man make pots of stones?
Ans. Early men make pots of stones by shaping it with the use of hammer.
3.How do you help your grandparents ? Write two ways.
Ans. We help our grandparents -- 1. By sharing their small works.
listening old stories from them.

2. By sitting with them and

4. Which are the games the following players are associated with?
Virat Kohli- Cricket

Saina Nehwal - Badminton

5 .Which medicinal plant do you take when you
(a) have a wound? Turmeric

(b) have cough and cold? Tulsi
6. Why do we need a house?
Ans. We need a house to live in. house protects us from heat, cold and rain.
7. Draw a house or an igloo . Write 2 lines about it.

